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We shall study the asymptotic behavior of the particle numbers in bounded domains of a 
binary splitting one-dimensional branching diffusion process. We shall give a Yaglom type limit 
theorem in the so-called locally subcritical case, and almost sure convergence of the normalized 
particle number in the locally supercritical case. 
1. Introduction 
In a previous paper [5] we have discussed some asymptotic properties for a 
binary splitting branching one-dimensional diffusion process. In this paper we shall 
give the asymptotic behavior of the number of particles in a bounded domain for 
the same process. As has been noted in [5], for our process, there is disagreement 
between the asymptotic behavior of the particle number in a bounded domain and 
that of the total number of particles. This leads us to propose another classification 
for branching processes than the usual one of super-, sub- or criticality. We would 
like to call the process locally super-, locally sub- or locally critical according to 
this new classification. The limit theorem below makes clear the meaning of this 
classification. 
The main tool of our proof is the spectral representation (for Yaglom type 
theorem), and Watanabe’s theory in [12] (for almost sure convergence of the 
normalized particle number). Also Kesten’s arguments in [6, 71 are quite inspiring 
for it. 
We choose our class of processes so that it includes the radial part process of a 
binary splitting branching Brownian motion on a simply connected complete 
Ricmannian manifold with constant negative curvature. The reader who is interested 
in this direction is referred to [lo], where an application of our results to such a 
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branching Brownian motion is given. Although we have imposed the reflecting 
boundary condition at 0 for the non-branching part diffusion when it is a regular 
boundary, we think that similar results hold under other boundary conditions. 
2. Statement of results 
Though we shall deal with the same process as in [S], we shall repeat the definitions 
for completeness. We assume b(x) to satisfy the following conditions: 
b(.r) is defined on S = [0, 3~) and 6(O) = 0, (2.1) 
b(x) is continuous and nonincreasing on (0, cc), (2.2) 
b(.~)ab,,>O on (O,oo), (2.3) 
I 
‘p 
.r(h(.r)-b,,)d.r <co for R >O. (2.4) 
R 
Let B(r) = 2 j,‘b(y) dy and 
s(r) = 
I’ 
cm”‘V’ dy, .r ES. 
I 
c”“‘d.r, Ee%‘(S), 
whcrc 9(S) is the topological Horcl field of S. Then thcrc exists a unique conserva- 
tive diffusion process X = (.r,. P,) on [O, 00) with scale s(.Y) and speed measure rn (dx) 
satisfying (see [4]) 
P[:)(fT,, , = 0) = 1 (2.5) 
whcrc ~~~~ stands for the first hitting time for the state x, and rro+ = limrlo<r(x). The 
boundary 00 is natural in Fcllcr’s sense [4, p. 108]. Since X is conservative and 
m({O}) =O, (2.3) and (2.5) imply that the boundary 0 is retlccting or entrance 
non-exit [4]. The generator of X is given by 
L =2-’ d’/d.r’+b(x) d/dx (2.6) 
with the domain 
D(L) = {u E C(S); Lu E C(S), GE c”‘r’if’(.r) = O}, 
where C(S) is the space of continuous functions U(X) on S satisfying lim,_, u(x) = 0. 
We denote the transition density with respect to the speed measure m(dp) for the 
diffusion X by p(r, x, y). This can be taken to be continuous in 1, x, y E (0, 00) [8]. 
As we see in [5, Lemma I] the equation 
LdJA(.r.=-AdA(x), 41(O)= 1, rb* ED(L) (2.7) 
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has a unique solution da(x) for each A. Since the boundary 0 is not natural. the 
transition density p(r, x. v) with respect to the speed measure can be represented 
by these b*(x) and the spectral measure a(dA ) as 
pit, x.y) = J 
x? 
e-*‘~,(.~)~,(y)cT(dA), t, x, y E (O,a) (2.8) 
0 
[8]. In our case, the spectral measure cr(dh) is supported on [A,,, 03) with A0 = 2-‘6: 
[5, Remark 11. Let 
h(t) = [A,,.A ,,*,, e-” -A”“(r(dA ). (2.9) 
This is finite and satisfies lim,,, h(t)-’ h(f --s) = 1 for each s >O (see Lemma 3.5 
below). 
Now we consider a binary splitting branching diffusion process (BDP) X = 
(x,, F’,, P, 1 (x E S) with the splitting rate c > 0 and the non-branching part diffusion 
X. Denote by Z, the total particle number at time r and by Z,(O) the number of 
particles in a subset D of S at time 1. 
,‘i_n; Z,(D) = 0 U.S. I’,. (2.10) 
lim /I(() ” c’*” C”f’,(z,(D)~o) = K(D)&(x), .r >o, (2.11) 
I-x 
lim P,(Z,(D)=j(Z,(D)>O)=p~(D), j= 1.2,3.. . . ,s>O, (2.12) 
l-K 
for sorrw stricrly positive cwstwt K(D) mrtl (I proper disfrihlrfiotl {pf (D)}‘i”_ 1. 
(2) Ifc > A,,, ad 
p(r,O,O)<a, furallr>0, 
Ihen for racit x L 0, 
(2.13) 
lim j*(r)--’ ~‘*~I~“‘Z,(D) = W’A~~’ J &,(x)m (dx) U.S. P,, (2.14) ,-z c) 
wherr W’^J . IS the srricdy positive integrable random variable giwt1 in [S]. 
Remark 2.2. If 0 CC s At, and (2.13) holds, then (2.1 l)-(2.12) hold also for x = 0. 
Definition 2.3. We shall call the BDP locnlly slrpercrifical (rcsp. locally subcritical, 
iucnlly crifical). if c > Al, (rcsp. c C A(,, c = A,,). 
Theorem 2.1 claims that if our BDP is locally supercritical (resp. locally sub-, 
locally critical), then P,(lim,,, Z,(D)= Cc)>0 (resp. P,(Z,(D)=O)= 1 -O(e-“‘) as 
f~a:forsomea>O,lim ,_,P,(Z,(D) = 0) = 1 but lim,,, e”‘(l - P,(Z,(D) = 0)) = CC 
for each u >O) for all bounded sets 0 with positive mass. 
3. Some properties of the diffusion process X 
In this section we shall study the diffusion process X defined in the previous 
section. Let m(dx), s(s). d*(x), o(dA) and h(t) be as defined above and let T, be 
the corresponding semigroup. Note that 
4r,,(.~) >O and lim x-’ e”“‘b,,,(x) = I,, (3.1) 
t-* 
for a constant 0 < lo COO [5, Lemma 11. Further, by (2.7) and [5, eq. (3.6)] 
C!JA(O) = 1, r$; (o+) = 0. 
Let 
T/?/A) = P/(.r)~*(,~),rl(d.‘i). 
I 0 
provided that the intcgrnl converges ahsoiutcly. 
Wc consider a set (I, of bounded mcasurablc functions on [(I. a) satisfying 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Undrr rhe conditions (3.2)-(3.4), 
Iim sup le*“‘h (I)-’ T,/(x) - ~,,,,(.r)~f(~o)l = 0, x > 0. 
I--i0 fC@ 
Further, if (2.13) holds, then (3.6) is valid also for x = 0. 
Lemma 3.2. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Moreover, there exist positice constants K,. Kz 2 1 such that 
Proof. Let Ti = T,(A) be the first zero point of c~,,(x). and denote 5(-r)=c5,(x), 
q(x) = d;(.x) and c(x) = -n(.x)/~(x) for 0~ x < ri. Then, by (2.7), 
5’(.~)=r~(~)-226(.\.)1(.1.)+2A, <(0+)=0..r~(O, T,). (3.9) 
First, we will show [(I) > 0 on (0, T, ). Since A > 0, there is a S > 0 such that 6(-r) > 0 
on the interval (0,s). Let T be the first zero of ((1) between 6 and 7-1. Noting 
that V(X) is finite for all x > 0, one sees that C(X) is finite on (0, Ti ). Hence c’(T) G 0, 
and, by (3.9), i’(T) = 2A > 0. This is a contradiction, and we have the desired 
assertion. Now, by the fact that [(.r ) > 0 on (0. T,). this affirms V(X) < 0, which 
means c$* (x) is decreasing. This with our normalization cb* (0) = 1 compels I&,, (x)) < 1 
on the interval (0, 7-i). 
If T, = 00, there is nothing left to prove. So suppose that T, < ~0. Then it follows 
that 
q(T,)<O. (3. IO) 
Indeed, since TJ(x)<O on (0, Ti), (3.10) is valid if we show TJ(T,) #O. Suppose 
q(Ti) = 0. Then (bh(Ti) = ebb;. = 0 and the function Gr(_r) =&,,( T, -x) satisfies 
2 ‘$;L+h(T, -s)&(s) = -A&(x), &co, = c&(O) = 0. 
This has the unique solution 6, (x) = 0, which contradicts ~6~ ( T,) = C/J,, ((I) = I. 
Now Ict [i(.r 1 = (,bh ( 7’1 -9) and 71 I(s) = 5; (x). Then they satisfy 
6; (.r) = q,(x). 17; (s) = -2AFI(.~)+2h(T,-.r)~,(.r), 
F,(O) = 0, 11,(O) = -q(T,). 
Also letting ~J(x) = -4,(Tl +x) and TJ~(X) = (i(x), one has 
Fi(.V 1 = q,(x 1, Tji(x) = -2A~z(x)-2h(T,+s)t7~(.~), 
[J(O) = 0, qd0) = -q(T,). 
Let S, be the first zero of q&r). We note that the graph [(.&(x), am); .r E [O, S,]} 
is contained in the closed domain bordered by the Z-axis, the q-axis and the graph 
f={(5,(.c), VI(X)). , x E [0, ri]} (cf. Fig. 1). Indeed, since 
?I (0) 
-=-Zh(T,)<Zh(T,)=$$ 
.fi (0) I 
and .& (0) = n?(O) = -q(Ti) >O, the part {(~z(.v), V&V)); x E [0, S]} of the graph is 
contained in this domain for some 6 >O. Suppose that the trajectory (c?(x), n-(x)) 
crosses the graph f first after S and before Si at the point (5,). T),,). Then 
(&(xz). qz(.~-)) = (5,(x1). JI,(II)) = (&, no) for some 6 GXZ<S, and S s.rl < T,, and 
Fig. 1. 
consequently. 
This contradicts positivity of nlI and h(x). Hence the trajectory (&(x), n2(.r)) does 
not cross the graph I’ before time S,. Furthcrmorc ~J~(x)>() on [0, Sr) so that 
[L(X) > 0. This implies that the trajectory (F2(,r), n:(x)) dots not cross the q-axis 
bcforc tims Sr either. flcncc we have the dcsircd assertion. On account of ,$ >0 
on [O, Tr). this in turn implies 0 5 &(x) CG 1 on [O, S,]. In other words, - 1 G c$* (x) G 0 
011 [T,. T, +S,]. 
WC can rcpcat the above argument; if Tr +Sr < 00, then (bA (x) is increasing on 
(Tr+Sr, Tz) where Tz is the second zero of 4*(x), and if T~COO, then 06cbh(~r)< 
-cbA(T1+Sl) on [Tz,Tz+Sz] where S2 is the first zero of 4b;(Tz+x) (xzO), and 
so on. Thus we can claim that ](bh(.r)] < 1 for 0 sx < lim,,,, T,,. where T,, is the nth 
zero of (b*(x). WC shall show that T,, -00. Suppose the contrary, i.e., T= 
lim,, _m T,, <Co. Since d*(x) is differentiable, it follows (bh( T) = c$:( T) = 0. This 
leads to a contradiction by the same argument as for (3.10). Thus we have r, + CO, 
and the proof of (3.7) is finished. 
Eq. (3.8) is valid for A = A,, by [5, Lemma 11. 
Let A >A” and put t(x) =c,!J&(x), q(x) =4;(x). As in [5, eqs. (3.14)-(3.15)], for 
each fixed x,, > 0, one has 
eh”“(p-’ sin p(.t. -y))g(y)n(y) dy 
+ eh~~‘~l{~(xo)(b,,P-’ sin p(x -x0) +cOS /3(x -x0)) 
+17(.V,,)P“ sinp(.r -x,,)} , 
3 
(3.11) 
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eb”‘(-b,,P-‘sinp(x-y)+cosp(x-y))~(y)~(y)dy 
sin p(r - x,~) 
+~(.K”)(-buB-‘sinp(r-x”)+cosP(r-xl,))}], (3.12) 
where /3 = (2~ - 66)“” and g(x) = b(x) - 6”. Fix 0 < r < R. Then, by (3.7) and Rolle’s 
theorem, 
min{]d;(x)(; rd.~ sR}<2(R -r)-‘. (3.13) 
Let x0= x,)(A) be the point in [r, R] where ]4;(.r)l attains its minimum. Then, by 
(3.7) and (3.13), k(.rJl and ]n(xO)] are bounded by a constant K,, say, for all A 2 A,,. 
Consequently, (3.12) deduces 
I 
r 
17j(x)lehc)‘/x s 2 (b,, + r-‘)y~(y)I~7(y)le~~~~y-’ dy 
r,, 
+ ehitR(2A + (h,, + r-‘)K1), x 5 ,ro. 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality [ 11, Lemma 5.61 to this, one has 
]rt(x)]ch”‘/.r < ch,,R (2A +(h,,+r--‘)K1) 
x exp 2(/J,, + r 
1 
‘J j-’ y&y)dy), x 2 XC). (3.14) 
-0, 
t3y (2.4) this is dominated by K4(A + l), whcrc K, is a positive constant indcpcndent 
of A 3 A,, and x 3 x,,. Substituting this into (3.11) WC obtain 
+ Ch”‘“{h,,(X -x,,)+ 1 +KJ(x -&,)I , 
I 
x 2x0. 
By means of (2.4) this is dominated by Kr(1 +A )( 1 +x) exp{-box}. Accordingly, 
the first inequality of (3.8) follows, because, by (3.7), (3.8) obviously holds on 
[O, I,,] = [O, RI. 
The second inequality of (3.8) is clear from (3.1) and the positivity of d*,,(x) so 
the proof of Lemma 3.2 is complete. 
Lemma 3.3. Let b, (x) (i = 1, 2) br Q corzlirlllofls/Itncriorl ou (0, CD) and let 5, (x) satisfy 
&to+) = 0. (3.15) 
T’), (3.16) 
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Proof. Let f(x) = <l(x)-_~(x). Then 
i’(.r)=(I,(I)+i~(X))~(X)-216,(.r)-b~(x))i,(.r)-26z(.r)j(.r)+2(A,-h~). 
Hence, t 
f(.r) = e61vl-riw {2(b~(y)-b,(y))i,(~)+2(A,-A~)}dp, 
where /i?(x)= J,~(~6~(=)-i,(=)-r~(=))d=. Thus it is enough to see that <l(x)>0 
on (0, T’). But this is clear by the argument just below (3.9). 
Corollary 3.4. Let T,(A ) be the first zero of 4, (x). Then 
&,(.I) Ed&), XE[O, T,bi,)).~, aA22A,,. 
Proof. Let &(.r)=a!~~,(.r), ~,(.Y)=~~,(.v) and l,(x)= -TJ,(.v))/~;(x) for OSX < T,(A,) 
(i = 1. 2). By the formulae just below (3.1), we have [,(O+) = 0. Hcncc, by (2.7), 
J,(x) satisfies (3.15) with b,(x) = b(x). We note that T’ = T,(A,). Noting that q,(x) is 
finite for all s > 0, one WCS that c,(x) is finite on (0, ?-,(A,)), which means T’ 2 T,(A,). 
On the other hand, by (3.10). [,(T,(A,)) = UJ provided r,(A,)<a. This implies 
TI(A,) 2 T’, and T’ = T,(Ai) is vcrificd. Now, by (3.16). WC have 
-cf,~,(.r)/&~,(x) z -4:,(.r)/4*,(.r) on [O, TI(AI)). (3.17) 
Integrating this from 0 to x. we obtain the conclusion. 
Let II(~) bc the function dcfincd by (2.9) and set 
e -I* """cr(dA). 
Lemma 3.5. ( 1) The fmction 11 (t) is finite for all t 2 0. 
(2) Foreach 0~6s 1, 
!i_; ha(f)/h(f) = 1. 
(3) For each T > 0, 
lim h (I - x)/h(t) = 1 lcnifortnly in 0 s s s T. 
I--_ 
Proof. (1) Note that 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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As is noted at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.2, u5&(.r) is decreasing on 
(0, T,(A)). Hence, by Corollary 3.4, for each fixed XUE (0, Tr(ho+ l)), one has 
br,(x)~4*(X)L~,,,+,(X)~~*,,+I(X")70 
for all A0 c A < A0 + 1 and 0 c x s x0. This implies 
diu+r (x0) e -*~‘h(t)~~(t,Xo,Xo)~~. 
(2) Note that 
h,(r)/h(t) = 1 -h(r)-’ lir,,+d*,,+,,e-‘*-*“)iU(dA). 
Since the above integral is dominated by Ks e-” for some KY, the last term of the 
above equality is bounded by 
K5 
(I 
-1 
e -(A-AO-n)‘a(dA) . 
[Ado+ I I > 
By [5, Remark 2] we know that a([A,,, A,,+6/2))>0, so that 
lim inf 
I 
C -'A-h,t-d'ra(d~) =a. (3.20) 
I - v IA,A, + I I 
Hence (3.18) follows. 
(3) Clearly, h(f -s)/h(r) 2 1. To get the upper bound, take a 0 < 6 < 1 and note 
that 
h(f--_)5P 
I 
e -I* -A<“‘tr(dA) + e’ 
J 
e -‘* -“o”~(& ) 
IA&U +A) lA,,+&A,,+I) 
= c”‘lrs(r) +e’(h (I) - /I~(!)). 
Then, by (3.18). 
lsIi~~f11(f--)/h(l)~lirnsuph(r-s)/h(l)~~~~, 0~s~~ 
,-a 
Now let 610 to obtain (3.19). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Step 1. In Step 1 we show that 
T,f(x) = iA,, Q), e -“‘dA (x )W(A )a(dA ) (3.21) 
for every x, t >O and f~ Cp. By (2.8) and Fubini’s theorem it is enough to show that 
lb*(.~)II~*(y)l~(dA)m(dy)<oo, x, t>o. (3.22) 
Let a >O and G,,(x, y) be the Green kernel of the process X, i.e., 
m 
G,, (x. y ) = e-“‘p(r, x, y) dr. 
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Then 
I /I 
e -‘h-C”‘~&+r(dh) dr 
for each R >O. Let 
R,(,r) = (5 exp{-vJ, o<.r< 1, 
\(EI expI-aq,,I)-‘, x> 1. 
{(“I expj-nrr,,,])P. O<.r< 1, 
gz(.u) = \E, exp{-cucq,,}, .r > 1. 
Then, 
G,,(.~,y)=G,,(y,.r)=n~‘1:,(.1)~:2().). xsy, 
whcrc f3 is the Wronskian of gI and g1 [4, p. 1.501. Further, in ourcasc, j,r R~(~)uJ (dy) 
is finite [4, p. 1301. Thcrcforc, 
Next, Ict (x,, I;,) be the Brownian motion. Then, by the comparison lemma [5], for 
x>l, 
El exp{-ncr(,)}a i, exp{-aa(,)} = .6X exp{-crq,,}s E, cxp{-crq~,}. 
Hence, g,(~)g~(.r) c 1 for x > 1 and therefore 
(f(y)IG,,(y. y)"'r?l(dy)~B-'llnl,_l,,n,<03 for R > 1. 
Accordingly, (3.23) is finite. This implies that, for each x ~0, f&x) is finite for 
almost all I > 0. But ?=,i;/(x) is decreasing in I > 0. Hence (3.22) follows. 
Step 2. The task of Step 2 is to show 
(3.24) 
29 
Note that Lemma 3.2 implies 
Fix a S >O. Then, by (3.3), 
lim sup sup{&,l+A)+l] J 
: I/,x)l~~,,,.r)m(dx) = 0. 
R-xz *,,--A~*,,+8 fE@ 
Hence, (3.24) follows from (3.4) if we show that 
(3.25) 
for each R >O. For the proof of (3.25) we shall make use of [5, eq. (3.7)], i.e., 
(b,,(c) = t-2A J’l’d,,.-)exp[-2J’b(i~)dlr]d.-d~. 
,I 0 
Substituting A = ho and subtracting, wc have 
f \’ 
cl)*(~) -d&l = -2A,, 
JJ 0 0 
(rb~(.-)-~~,,l.-))cxpi-?J~‘h(ir)dlr]drd! 
-2,A -AU) [j-‘4A(:)cxp{ -2Jv/~,lr)drl]d.-dB. 
0 I, 
Uy (2.3) and (3.7), 5,x) = ]~b*(x) -cb&)] satislics 
t(x)*- 2A,, ’ 
JJ 
’ [,z)dz dy+(A -AJR’ 
,I 0 
s’A,,R ‘&)d-_+(A-A,,)R’. 
J 
OsxcR. 
0 
Hence, by [ 11, Lemma 5.61, 
c(x)s2(A -A,,)R’exp{2A,,R’}, OSX SR. 
This proves (3.25). 
Sfrp 3. For each x >O and F >O, 
lim h(r)-‘sup 
J 
e -‘^-“““I~,,x)~~,A)I~~(~A) = 0. I--r, I*:+ [A,,C,.~X, 
In view of (3.20) it is enough to show that 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
forsomeO<6<&.Notethat-(A-Ao-S)f~A,~6+S~-ASforA~A,,+Sandr~S. 
Hence, by Schwarz’ inequality and Plancherel’s theorem [4, p. 1531 it follows that 
d exp{A,,S + ~?}p”‘(2& X. .K)Ilfllr.2,,,g,. 
This and (3.5) imply (3.27). 
S&p 4. Now we shall prove (3.6). For each 0~ F < 1. 
]lf(r)V’ eAiB’ T,/t.K) - +,,,(.K V,QA,,)] s 
~/II(f) ’ 
I 
e ” *““]c#Q (X) - d,,,f.K )I ]:F/‘tA )ltr(dA ) 
I&,.A<, c* 1 
+/I(f) ’ 
I 
C -IA A”“&,(~~ )I.ff(A ) - :Ff(A,,)/tr(dA 1 
IA<,.*,,+,) 
= I,(f, F;/) + fz(f. F;/) + f.,(f, E ;/,. 
Further, by (3.7), ]sf(A )I -c ]]fll,.~,,,,,. Hcncc, 
(3.28) 
and consequently, due to (3.25). 
lim sup sup f,(f. E; f) = 0. 
,I,, , .,I ,*‘,I 
Similarly, by (3.24). 
lim sup sup I,(f, F ; /) = 0. 
,lll , -0 /. 4, 
Finally, (3.26) and its proof imply 
lim sup 13(f. E ; /) = 0. 
,-,c {._,I. 
Eqs. (3.29)-(3.3 1) prove (3.6). 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
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For the proof of the latter assertion, note that we have used the condition x >O 
only in Steps 1 and 3. Under assumption (2.131, (3.22) is also valid for x = 0, since 
by (3.7) 
Similarly, the argument in Step 3 is obviously available for x = 0 provided (2.13). 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1( 1) 
Let x:. xf,. . . , x5 be the locations of the particles of the BDP X at time t. 
Sometimes, we denote x, = [xl, xf. . . . , .I-?] following [3]. For a bounded measur- 
able function f(x ). define 
Note that if p(s) = l,:(x) (=the indicator function for a Bore1 set E c [0, 00)). then 
Z,(E) = Z,( 1 r.). It is well known that 
E, Z,( /I = M,fLr ). E, Z,(E) = M,l,;(.\.L (4.1) 
whcrc M,/(s) = e”‘T,/(s) [3. 121. Later WC: shall make USC of the equation 
E, Z;(/, = M,/‘(.r)+2c ‘M, JM,f)‘(s)ds 
I 
(SW [12]). (4.2) 
0 
Let X* = (.r:, f’:) be the rctlccting barrier Brownian motion on [O. ~0) with 
constant drift h,,, i.e., X* is a difusion process on [O, CO) specified by the infinitesimal 
gcncrator L” = 2 ~’ d’/d.r’+ ho d/dx with the domain D(L*) = (II E C(S); f.*~( E 
C(S), ld’(O+) = 0). Then the transition density p*(f, x, y) of X* with respect to the 
speed measure m*(dy) = 2 exp{2h,,O, - l)} dy is given by 
where 
)-’ sin /?(A )I}, 
P(A) = (2A -b,;)“’ 
4: (x) = e -hc*r {cos P(h )x + h,,P(A 
cr*(dh) = ezh”(2rrA I-‘P(A) dA, 
(see [5]). Let also 
fD 
12: (I) = 
I 
e-‘” -*““cr*(dA ), G(f) = min{l-“‘, 1). 
A,, 
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Lemma 4.1. If a nonnegatice measurable function f(x) satisfies 
for some constant KlI > 0. Then 
T:f(.\-jcKLz exp{-A,,t}G(t)~:,,(.r). x, t 20. 
where Klz is a constant depending only on 9*f(Ao), KI I ad h. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof. We note that 14:: (x)1 s q5T,,(x) for A 2 A,,. Hence, as in (3.21), 
sh*,(t) exp{-Ad)S*f(Ad, x z 0. t > 0. 
Since 
h:(t)-(25r)-“’ exp{2bt,}AC~‘G(t) as t + 00, 
(4.5) is valid for t 2 I. But. in view of T:+:,,(X) = c~p{-A~,l}c~~,,(.r), (4.4) assures 
(4.5) for 1 z t 2 0. 
f’roof of (2.10). Let D c [O. x0] and x0 < x ,. fry the comparison Icmma [S] 
T,l[c,.r,,~~~ 7’: II,,.,,,I(.‘). (4.6) 
FIcncc, by (4. l), (4.5) and the assumption 0 <c s A,,. 
$ E,Z,,([O,x,])~K,z~:,,(.\.) ; G(u)<m. (4.7) 
)I - I PI - I 
Let 
7(n) = inf{n + 1, I; t > n. Z,C[O, XI]) 2 1). 
Then, by the Markov property and (4.1), 
E,{Z,,+,([O.~,l)l~,,,,,1= 
= zY’ E,:“,Z,,+,-,([O, XIl)lV.TOI> 
t-1 
G#, I 
=exp{c(n + 1 -T(U))} E T,,.~-,I,,~l~o.,,l(~:cnl). 
/‘I 
But, on the set {Z,,.,(D) z I}, at least one of x:,~), 1 s j sZr(,,), belongs to the set 
D. Hence, 
E,IZ,,+*([O. Xll)lFV,,,J ~inf{T,l,o.r,~(.~);O~s~l,~ED} (4.8) 
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on {Z,\,,(D) >O}. Since p(t, x, y) is positive and continuous on (O,a) x (0.00) x 
(0, co) [4, p. 157 and p. 1471, the right-hand side of (4.8) is equal to a positive 
constant say S. This with (4.7) implies 
f P,La,“,(DPl)~K’ f E,Z”([O,X1])<CO. 
n =,I PI=1 
Thus, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
J?c(lim sup Z,(D) 3 1)s P,(Z,,,,(D) 3 1, i.0.) = 0. 
,-= 
For the proof of (2.11) and (2.12) we need two more lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. For each x0 > 0 and T > 0, 
lim sup {T, 11 R.&x); 0 G .r s x,,, 0 s s s T} = 0. 
R-r 
(4.9) 
Proof. Let (p(c), P) be a standard Brownian motion and denote b(r) =P(r) +b(x,,)t. 
Then the process 
i, =x,, + Cj(r) - ,,mjnl(fi(s) + x0) A 0, 
=_ ._ 
whcrc a oh mcnns min{a, h), satisfrcs the conditions (a)-(c) in [9, p. 711 with 
f(f) = -min,,,,,, (6(s) + x,,) A 0. Thus (x’,, P) is a rctlccting barrier Brownian motion 
on [xl,, 00) with constant drift b(x,,) starting at x0. Hcncc, by the comparison Ismma, 
T,~,R,~,(~T)~P,,,(.~~~~)~~ SUP f’,aR , O~XSX~),OSSST. 
0.,--l ) 
Since 
sup ~,SG,+ sup B(s)+b(xcl)T+f(T)<oo a.s., 
O-.<G, ozr-..r 
this implies (4.9). 
Lemma 4.3. For each bounded Bore1 set D there exists a strictly positice constant 
K,, such that 
K,JE,Z,(D)SP,(Z,(D)>O)SE,Z,(D), x,rz=O. (4.10) 
Proof. Let D c [0, x,,]. By (4.1) and (4.2) 
= E, Z,(D) 1+2c ( j-,‘e”llT,lo/lm ds]. 
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Hence, by (4.5), (4.6) and the relation 0 <c s A,, one has 
z I 
E,Z, (D)~KI,E,Z,(D), 
where 
k’,J = 
( 
1 + 2cK,2 j-,* G(s) dsj’. 
But, for a nonnegative integer valued random variable Z, 
(E Z? =(E ZIIz,o,)z~ E Z’P(Z >O). 
This assures the first inequality of (4.10). The second inequality is trivial, since 
Z,(D) takes only nonnegative integer values. 
Proof of (2.11) and (2.12). First, we note that for each measurable function 
O<g(.r)~ 1, the function 
Ir(f,x)=rrr(f,x;g)= I-E,g(x:)g(x;) -. * ‘gL& (4.11) 
satisfies 
I 
I 
o(t, .r) = Al,(l -g)(r)--c M, +‘(s, . J(x) ds. (4.12) 
I, 
Indeed, if g is smooth, the function u(r, X) = E, g(.rf )g:(.rf) * . * g(xj’) satisfies 
au 
;j;=Lo+c(&0). o(O,.r)=g(X) 
(see [3]). tlcncc ~(1. x) = 1 - c(f, x) solves 
011 
By Duhamcl’s principle this ensures (4.12). For a general Rorcl g(.r) WC merely 
have to use the standard approximation method. 
Now let g,,(x) = cxp(-a In(x)} for 0 s a <CO and g=(x) = ll,L(x), where D’ stands 
for the complement of the set D. Let also u(f, s; n) be the function defined in 
(4.11) corresponding to g,,(x). Obviously, 
fr(r, x; a) = 1 -E, exp{-aZ,(D)}. 0 ~a Coo, 
(4.13) 
(((1. X; co) = P,(Z,(D)>O). 
We shall show that, for each fixed x, > 0, 
lim h(f)-’ e’*“-““u(f, xl; a)= 
I-D 
I 
m 
=d&,) %I -g,,,(Ao)-c e’““-“%i~11~(s, * ; a)(A,J ds I (4.14) 
uniformly in 0 s a s 00, the integral being convergent. 
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First, note that (4.12) implies 
O~u(r,x;a)su(f,x;oC)~M,lo(X). (4.15) 
Let D c [0, x0]. Then, by (4.15), (4.5) and (4.6), 
O~u(t,~;a)sK~~e~‘~~~“‘G(t)~~,(.~), x.r~O,O~~aco (4.16) 
for some KIJ > 0. Combining (4.15) and (4.16) one has 
h(l)-‘M,_,u*(s, . ; a)(x)~K~~h(t)-’ e-‘*~l-c”G(s)M,_,~~~lo(x), 
x,saO,O~ua~. 
By Proposition 3.1 (for @ = {lo(x)} a set consisting of the single function ID(x)), 
h(t)-’ exp{(h”-c)r}MIID(x) is bounded in t. Hence, for a fixed xt >O, there exists 
a constant Krs such that 
(4.17) 
GK,htz 
--IA,,--FlsGz(~~) (4.18) 
for some Klh depending only on D and h(r). Now fix an F >O. Then, by (4.17) 
and (4. IX), thcrc is a T > 0 such that 
, 
h(~)“e’*~~*“” 
I 
12~,_,u’(s..;u)(~,)d.~<~, raT.OsaccO, (4.19) 
1 
(b&,) j-r e’“” ~c’Y5~‘(s, *; a)(h,r) ds c E, O<U<KI. (4.20) 
We set 9 = {u*(s, x; a); 0 s s < T, OS a CCO} and check the conditions (3.2)-(3.4). 
(3.2) is clear from (4.16). Further, in view of (4.15) and the symmetry of p(r, *, e), 
Jm u?s, x; u)m(d.r)~llMll& err JRm JDptx, x, y)rrt(dy)m(dx) 
R 
S K,, sup{T, l[R,s)(y); y E D, 0 s s s 7-} 
for some constant KL7. Hence, (3.3) follows from (4.9) and (3.7). Similarly, 
J 
m ;D 
~~‘(~,~;u)rn(dx)~~~M~l~ll~e’~ J J P(S, x, y)nr(dy),n(dx) 0 (1 D 
= IIM 1 DIL erTm (D), O~s~T,x~O,O~uaco. 
Hcncc (3.4) follows. Now we can use Proposition 3.1 to obtain 
lim sup jh(r)w” e’““-“‘M,u’(s, *; ~)(.r,)-cb*,,(x,)~~tll~(~, *; u)(AJl =O. 
f-a tk,:r 
O-L0 -On 
This with (4.19)-(4.20) and (3.19) imply 
Similarly, by setting @ = { 1 - g,,(.~); 0 < a G co}, we also obtain 
lim sup [h(t)-’ e’A~~-c” ~zi,(l-g,,)(x,)-~,,,(1,)9(1 -g,)(Ao)l =o. 
r-2 0-=ocr 
Hence (4.14) follows. 
Now, by (4.13) and (4.14), one has (2.11) with K(D)=91o(~,,)- 
c j,p exp{(A,,-c)s).%i;lc’(s, . ; OO)(A,~I ds. K(D) is strictly positive by (2.1 l), (4.10), 
(3.1) and Proposition 3.1. Further, in view of 
KIem”““D’ jZ,(D)>O}= 1-(1-E, e-“~~“‘)/P,(Z,(D)>O), (4.2 1) 
we obtain from (4.13) and (4.14) that 
lini sup IE,(c -“7,‘n’lZ,(D)>O}-(1-K(D;(z)/k’(D))}=0. .r>O, (4.22) 
,a 1’ I,%,,-- 1 
where 
I 
m 
K(D;tr)=:F(I -g,,)(A,,)-c e’%, ““~u”(s, * ; n)(A,,) ds. 
0 
Since the Icft-hand side of (4.21) is equal to 1 (0) if n =0 (resp. =oo) and the 
convcrgcncc of (4.22) is uniform in 0 3 u *G 00, one has 
hJl-K(D;n)/K(D))= 1, lim(1 -K(D; a)/K(D))=O. 
‘, - u 
Hence (2.12) follows by the usual argument. 
The assertion of Remark 2.2 is easy if we use the latter half of Proposition 3.1 
in the above proof. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.1(2) 
The proof is due to the theory of Watanabe [12]. We only have to check [12, 
Assumptions A-C], provided c > A,, and (2.13). 
Check of Assumption A [12]. (A.l) By (4.1) and (2.8), (A.l) is valid with 
m(t, x, y) = e”‘p(r, x, y) = I C -‘“-““~*(x)[bA(y)cr(dA). [A‘,.‘WI (5.1) 
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m(r, x. y) is symmetric and strictly positive since p(t, .r, y) is [8]. By (3.7) and (2.13), 
m(r,x. y)Ce” 
I 
e-“b(dA) =e"p(r,O,O)<cc, X, y ES. 
[*d=C) 
Hence m (t, x, y) is bounded in X, y E S for every fixed t > 0. 
(A.2) Let 
~*(X)=(Kz(l+A))-‘~*(x), G(dh ) = (K2 + A ))‘cr(dA ), p(A)=c-A, (5.2) 
and let .t be the support of G(dA). In the sequel we shall check the assumptions 
of [12] for the function b;h(~r) and the measure G(dA). As in (3.25) it is easy to see 
that dh(.r) is continuous in A uniformly for x E [0, R] for any fixed R. But, for a 
fixed A E .t. dh(.r) is continuous in x. Hence dh(r) is continuous in (A, x) E .I x S 
and so is GA(r). To see [ 12. eq. (3.5)] note that, for each t > 0, there is a K,, = K,,(t) 
such that 
(KJ 1 +A))’ e-“‘< Kz, e-*“‘, A 2 Ao. 
Hence. 
[ 12. cqs. 
and 
I e “““‘G(d/\) c ,&, e” e-Afi2 rr(dA) = Kz, e“‘[~(f/2, 0. O)<oo. \ \ 
(3.6) and (3.7)] arc obvious since (5.2), with (3.7), (3.8). implies 
I$&#~ I&(y)\ T<&,,(Y) 
(A.3) This condition is a direct conscqucnce of [2, Chapter 9, Section 31. 
Check of Assumption R. [12, eq. (3.22)] is satisfied with I =c -ho. By (5.2), 
(3.7) and (3.8) 
M,(6~(x)~~,cbl,,(.r)~M,~,,,,(.r)~cc”’*’~”. 
Hence [ 12, eq. (3.24)] holds with A, = I and K = p(Ao). 
Check of Assumption C [12]. (C.l) and (C.2) are obvious. In order to check (C.3) 
WC needalemma.Let~t, ={A~,t;p(h)>p(A,,)-&}c[A,,, A,)+&). 
Lemma 5.1. There are E > 0 ami K22 wch rhar 
~~h,(~~)-(bhl(~~)I~K?21AI-~2)(1+~3)~-41r, x~~,A,,A,EA,. (5.3) 
Proof. Fix an x,,>O. As in the proof of (3.25), 
Irbh,(.\.)-~h2(.l.)15K~jlA,-A21r h,,A~~A,,Osxsx,,. (5.4) 
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Hence, by [5. eq. (3.611, 
Let [,(x)=~~,(x) and q,(x)=~$L,(.r) (i= 1 ,2). Then these functions satisfy (3.11) 
and (3.12) with A replaced by Ai and /3 by p, = (2A, -6;)“’ (provided we read 
p-’ sin @x as .I: if A = A,,, i.e., if p = 0). Hence the functions i(x) = t,(x) -&(x) and 
i(x)= v~(x)-~~(.r) satisfy 
(5.6) 
[ J 
I 
i(x) = emhtlr -2 ehl”(-boP;’ sinP’(x-y) 
r,, 
+cosP~(x -y))&y)i(y)dy +7-j(x) , 1 (5.7) 
where 
J 
r (FLr) = -2 $0 (p , ’ sin 0,(x -y)-pi’ sin pz(.r -y))g(y)~~(y) d) 
,I, 
+ c”“‘~‘[F,(.r,~)(h,Ip, ’ siripI(.\.-_X~I)+~~~~p,(.r-.~,I)) 
- 5z(x,,)(h,,Pz ’ sin flz(_r -x0) + cm pz(.r -x,,) 
+ ~~(s,,)pt ’ sin /31(x -xl,) - ~:(.c,,)p~’ sin pz(s -s,,)], (5.8) 
J 
I 
?j(s) = -2 ch”Y(-h,,fi” sinPl(s -y)+h,,Pz’ sin Pz(x -y) 
111 
+cosp,(.r-y)-cosP>(.r-y))/.?y)qz(y)dy 
+ ~“9 -2A ,[,(x,,)/3 ; ’ sin p,(x -x0) + 2A-&(xI,)Pi’ sin PZ(X -x0) 
-h,,qI(x,,)/3~m' sin p’(x -xo)+6,,~~(x,,)p5 sin /I&V -so) 
+ 17,(x,,) cos P,(x -x0) - 772(X”) cos PAX -x0,1. 
Note that 
I 3 s KXX , A >A2,.ra0, 
where Kzs is a constant independent of A > A,, and x > 0. Hence 
Ipi’ sin p’x -pi’ sinPrxl~K?jx~(~,-A~(, x>O. 
Similarly 
~cos~lx-cos~rx)~K~~~~~~A,-A~), x Z-0. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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By (3.14). (5.4). (5.5), (5.10), (5.11) and (2.4) it follows that 
lilxll~K1,1A,-h2;( J’[(_r- y)’ +(x - y?]y&y) dy + 1 + (I -.ro? 
vi, 
SK& * - h2jx3, A,,A~E.1,,X2X” (5.12) 
for some constant K27 and Kzx. Similarly, 
j~(.r)l~K-vlA,-A:l.r~, h,,A:~.t,,.~~.r,~ (5.13) 
for some Kzs>O. Now as in (3.14), using (5.7), (5.12) and [ll, Lemma 5.61. one has 
Ii( eh”‘/.r G max If(y)l exp 
r,,xv--r II 
c 
2(b,,+x,’ )y&y) d) 
Cl) I 
c &,,lA r --h2]xZ, x 3 X0. 
Substitution of (5.13) and (5.14) into (5.6) gives us 
]j(x)I $ em hll’ &,]A,--A:].?, A,, Az~.I,, .r a.~,, 
for some positive constant Kj,. This with (5.4) implies (5.3). 
(5.14) 
Now we shall cheek Assumption C by proving [ 12, cq. (3.41)). By (5.2) and (5.3) 
I~r,(.r)-cb*:(,~)I~K.,~IA,-A~I(l +x’)c ““‘, .r ~O,A,,Az~.\,-. 
tIcncc. with the smoothness of J*(X) in A. 
su,y* ~~~*(.r~(.;K.,2(l+~~oc~~~~~~. X30. (5.15) 
The right-hand side of the above inequality is decreasing for large x. say x z x,,. Let 
i 
max K & ( 1 + x’)’ exp{ -2h,,s}, 0 < x zz x,,, 
f(x) = 
II--r = I,, 
Kf, ( 1 + s3)’ exp{-2h,,.r}, .r > x,,. 
Then, by the comparison lemma [5] and Lemma 4.1, 
T,/Lr) C T:fLr) s K.,3 exp{-A,,f}G(r). (5.16) 
(5.15) and (5.16) imply [12, eq. (3.41)] with A = K3, and K’=p(A,,). 
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